Water Balloon Fight for the
Multiverse
Setup
Print the tools (over there -->).
Get a 4 sided dice.
Get one 10 sided die for each player.
Get a table.
Get terrain and character models of
your choosing. The multiverse cares
not what moves around the table.

What needs to be printed:
1 set of Player Tokens for each player.
1 set of Card Stands for each player.
1 set of Cards (pick the group) for each
player.
1 Reference Materials (optional, but handy)
1 set of Map Tokens
1 set of objective tokens
4 character tokens per player (their choice)
All the terrain you'd like. Forest? Houses?
City? You pick it.

Turn order:
Each round starts by rolling the 4 sided dice. 1d4 if you will.
Whatever number pops up, that's the character from each team that
moves that turn. Put a character card in a card stand, that character
gets that number.
Players move their character at the same time according to their
move limit on their character card (Move).
Once all characters have moved, they use their stuff if available.
Any character landing on an item during their move phase picks it up
and can try to use it now. Roll 1d10 plus the character's Know value. If
the result is higher than 7, the item can be used immediately.
Battle. Every player states who they are attacking this round. The
attacker rolls first, then the defender. Both players add their Battle
modifier to the result of a 1d10 roll. Higher number wins. If the
attacker wins, the defender loses one health. If the defender wins,
nothing happens.

Move

Range

Similar to movement (right), range is
shown on the character card as a value of
0-3. A range of 0 means the character has
to be touching another character to
attack it. Other ranges, 1, 2 or 3, allow the
player to use the sticks marked one, two,
and three to see what can be attacked
within their range. Any character within
range, but not blocked by terrain can be
attacked.

Each character card is set in a card stand with a
number. When that number is rolled on the d4, that
character takes the turn for the round. Each player
moves the same number at the same time.
Each player has three move sticks marked one, two,
and three. If a character's move score is 2, use the
two stick. Characters can move to any point on the
stick and the stick can go in any direction. Put the
stick at the model's base and move as needed.

Hold
Hold states how many items can be carried by the
character at any one time. Once an item is used (or
attempted to be used) it is discarded.

Items
Map tokens are picked up
when a character lands on one,
provided the Hold limit is not
met. See the token guide for
what these items do. They are
activated during the 'use stuff'
phase after movement and
take affect immediately.

Know

Know helps a character
use the items they pick
up on the map. Any item
has to activated and to
do so successfully a
player has to roll 1d10 +
Know and match or beat
a total of 7 to use the
item. The items affect
takes place immediately.

Battle
Players are battling for a number of reasons; one, the
objective tokens have to be captured to win the game and
two, eliminating enemy players helps make that process
easier.
To battle, the target character has to be in range of the
attacking player.
When the target is declared, the attacker rolls 1d10 plus
their Battle modifier. Then the defender does the same
thing. The higher number wins. Add any item bonuses
activated during the Use Stuff phase to the roll.

Health
Characters begin with 1, 2, or 3
health. Place a number of
tokens matching the Health
value on the character card
next to the card stand at the
start of the game.
When a character loses a
battle, they lose one health.
When all health tokens are
gone, the character is out of
the match. Too many water
balloon hits.

Area Attack
The cone shaped map token
is an area attack. Any
characters within or
touching the target circle
(the ring in player tokens)
are attacked when this is
used. Using this replaces
the battle phase for the
using player.

Gameplay
Create a Map
Use whatever terrain and setting
prints you wish. The map should be
at least 3 "three" sticks long and
wide, creating enough space.
Each player should help create the
setting.
Remember: Cover helps! If a
character is hiding behind a
building, it cannot be hit by an
opponent!

The D4

Rolling the D4 should rotate
players round to round.
In the case of a tie during
battle, the attacker wins. Try
harder next time, defender.
If a number is rolled for a dead
character, the player with the
dead character moves nothing
that turn.

Objectives

The Objective tokens should be placed
near the center and edges of the map.
If you are using an objectives based
scenario, the goal of the game is to move
to the objective, pick it up - the character
has to have an open Hold spot - and return
it to the character's starting side.
Turn Order
Start the game by having the oldest person at the table go first, then move
clockwise. The starting player rolls the d4 then the round commences. Once
all players have moved, used, and battled, the next person in the circle rolls
the d4 to start a new round.

Goal
In an objectives based
game, capture the
objective.
In a Total Melee game,
destroy all opposing
forces. Last one standing
wins!
Make up your own
scenarios and goals or
check back at the website
for ideas.

This is a system meant to be wide open so you can play whatever you want without too many rules
getting in the way. If a rule doesn't make sense, change it. If there's something missing, add it. Have
fun. Be nice to each other as people and mean to each other as opposing players. You're battling for
the multiverse! If you have an update that everyone needs to see, please let me know. I can be found
online at:
shawnwritesstuff(at)gmail.com - for all the email communication needs
@ShawnCowling - for the tweets
http://shawncowling.wordpress.com - for scenarios, rules updates and funny stories.

Squirrels in Disguise
Card set- Sides
Mozz, Chip, Guac, and Toast come from a
universe where squirrels pretend to be
something else. Good for holding stuff and
moving around.

Nightmare Zone
Card set - Squid
Bass, Trout, Shark and Eel. This team is
from a universe where sharks can swim
backward, but don't because they are
always moving forward. They move well,
attack quick and die quicker.

The Teams

Team Pocket Sand
Card set - Knives
Shank, Shiv, Dagger, and Blade. This
quartet sings songs of sharp objects and
cheese plates. They like to get in close and
mess stuff up.

Hubris If We Lose
Card set - Ruins
Fame, Glory, Guts, and Chaos come from a
universe where frosted toaster pastries
were never invented and they just really
need this win, okay? Good all around team.

The Tournament
Every 100 years strange portals open through time and space, weakening the walls between
bordering universes. Only a select few know these portals between worlds open. Those chosen
few train and hand down their secrets from generation to generation until finally the portals
open once more. When the portals rip open time and space, the well trained jump in and do what
they have spent their whole lives learning to do...throw water balloons at their multiverse
counterparts. The balloons are in hand, the teams assembled, the tournament is on. Capture the
objectives and bring them back home, or soak the enemy until they must retreat! To the victor go
the spoils! Welcome to the Water Balloon Fight for the Multiverse!

